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Birth Beyond Bars
We are a grassroots initiative dedicated
to bringing community-based and culturally
competent care to families impacted by mass
incarceration. We are doulas, health care
professionals, lawyers, parents, children,
advocates, and people with family histories of
incarceration, united in our commitment to
building healthy future generations by
providing perinatal health services for families
impacted by incarceration.

This is a living document.
Make it yours.
This toolkit was developed by Patanjali de la
Rocha and mothers incarcerated at
Washington Corrections Center for Women
(WCCW) in Gig Harbor, Washington. A project
of the prison doula collective Birth Beyond
Bars, the organizing effortsof this toolkit are
done in community, by community, and for
community.

We would like to thank the Social Justice Fund, Incarcerated
Mothers Advocacy Project, Yoga Behind Bars, Bay Area
Transformative Justice Collective, Ancient Song, The Educated
Birth & Cheyenne Varner, adrienne maree brown, and our teachers
and co-investigators inside.
cover art by Raychelle Duazno
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the mythic

RECLAIMING OUR STORIES

body
The act of creating life is a rite of passage that people have moved
through since the existence of humanity.
It is an opportunity for transformation, not only physically, but also emotionally, mentally, and
spiritually. The womb is a spirit door that is open to receiving and reclaiming the intuitive wisdom
that brought us to this planet. Every person in your matrilineal line had the experience of giving birth.
Your very existence is proof of that statement. Contained in your body is the wisdom that brought
you here, that brought your mother, your grandmother, your great-grandmother, your great-greatgrandmother, your great-great-grandmother, and all your ancestors to this planet since time
immemorial. The trinity of pregnancy, labor, and birth is an opportunity to remember this wisdom
contained in our bodies.

03

In our current culture we have been conditioned not to listen to our bodies and intuition. We live in a
culture where many of us, especially those of us in female bodies, have experienced physical,
emotional, mental, or sexual violence as early as childhood.

RECLAIMING/ 1

Because of these factors, many of us do not
live in our bodies or we feel disconnected or
separate from the bodies that allow us to
experience life on this planet. The experience
of pregnancy brings us back into our bodies,
and sometimes that can mean bringing us
back into the difficult stories of our past that
caused us to leave our bodies in the first place.
This is an invitation to reclaim your body, and
to reclaim the stories of your life. Pregnancy is
an invitation to come home to yourself. This
toolkit is an invitation to explore the
experience of pregnancy, labor, birth, and
newborn parenting through poetry, magic,
biology, healing, movement, transformation,
and self-love.

The world is made of stories.

We use stories to create meaning
about ourselves, our lives, our
families, our cultures, our
existence on this planet.

The stories we tell
ourselves are powerful.

RECLAIMING/ 2

I have been using the word “we” with the
intention of creating a sense of connectedness
to one another. To highlight the universal
nature of the experience of pregnancy, birth,
and parenting the future generation of
humanity. It is our birthright, a universal
human truth, and a basic human right. It is
one that is interrupted by the experience of
incarceration. This toolkit was created with the
intention to feed your soul in an environment
of soul-starvation, created by womxn of color,
with contributions and inspirations
from incarcerated and formerly incarcerated
people, birth attendants, doulas, midwives,
activists, artists, and healers. It is a co-creation
rooted firmly in the belief that no human is
disposable, that it is a basic human right to
parent and raise our children in healthy
environments, and that access to healing,
growth, and health care is necessary for
thrivance of humanity.

Collective Poem on Mothering
Mamas of Color Rising (Austin, Tejas) 1.25.2009
It's Hard
It's Tiring
It's Painful
But
It's Love
It's Joy
It's Peace
Mothering is an act of social justice
Creating a community of
solidarity and support that models
the way we want the world to be
Using that collective strength to challenge
Injustice
And build alternatives for ourselves
and our communities.
How are the children?
How are the weakest in our society treated?
Parenting socially just people.
There is enough for each of us.
Let's share
Stories
Food
Hugs
And Laughter.
If we can embrace
Ourselves
Our children
And our community
Give and find comfort and safety
Without hiding truths.
from Revolutionary Mothering: Love on The Front Lines

RECLAIMING/ 3

Early learning experiences
of the world begin in the
body. The body is meant to
provide safety, trust,
intimacy, protection, and
nourishment. However, for
those of us who have
experienced abuse or trauma,
we have the direct experience
of the body as a
dangerous place where
terrible things can happen.
When these experiences
occur, oftentimes, we don’t
live inside our bodies; we
become estranged. A big part
of healing can be to find
embodiment.

Spells and Meditations
for Body and Self Love

Go For A Walk
As simple as it sounds, going for a walk
access the cross-body neural pathways
that help our brains to process, as well as
strengthen our connection to our body.
You can even bring in the breath, making it
a walking meditation. Movement that
integrates mind, body, and spirit can help
us move out of numbness and into feeling.
SPELLS/ 4

Feel Your Connection to The Earth
Imagine that you are a tree
sending your roots deep into the
earth. Imagine these roots
reaching down through your legs,
through the bottom of your feet,
into the earth, all the way to its
center, where they are firmly
planted. Release any thoughts,
feelings, concerns, worries deep
into the core of the Earth. Feel
yourself held and supported. From
your roots, draw up any
nourishment, warmth, strength,
vitality, healing. End with a small
thought of gratitude for the Earth
and yourself for making time for
care.

Healing Love Spell by
Lourdez Velasco

HEALING/ 5

Meditations to
access the wisdom of
the body

Listen to Your Body

Pick a body part and spend 5-10
minutes allowing that part to
move in any way it wants. The rest
of your body may join in, but keep
your primary focus on your chosen
part. These is no right or wrong
way to do this – the movement
can be very small, almost still, and
silent. It can also be large or
connected to a sound. You can
choose a toe, a hand, wrist, eyes,
mouth, or pelvis – any part. Give
your attention to what the
movement feels like or has to say
to you.
Another way to do this exercise is
to give the various parts of your
body a voice; allow them to talk.
For example, the stomach might
say, “I’m all knotted up. I’ve been
tense for the past week. I’m sick of
everything!” You can ask that part
of your body questions to get
more information. Allow your
stomach to answer. For example,
“What are you sick of?” Give
yourself permission to improvise.
See what comes out..

BODY WISDOM/6

Tense and Relax

Lie down or sit in a
comfortable position. Make
sure your clothing isn’t
restrictive. Take off your
shoes. Take a few deep
slow breaths and release
the air.
Starting at your feet, focus
your attention there and
feel any tension in your
feet. With your next natural
exhalation, let the tension
go, and let your
feet relax. Next, move to
your ankles. Notice any
tension there. As you
exhale, release any
tightness.
Continue the same
exercise, working your way
up the body
– feet, ankles, calves, thighs,
buttocks, genitals,
stomach, chest, back,
shoulders, arms, hands,
neck, face, head – until
your body becomes more
and more relaxed. This is
wonderful just before
sleep.

Reproductive Health Basics
Hormonal and
Cycle Literacy

·

Hormones move in waves to create ovulation and menstruation. They are made in two places –
the pituitary gland in your brain and the ovaries
There are 4 key hormones follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), estrogen, luteinizing
hormone(LH), and progesterone and 3 distinct phase “infertile” “fertile” “infertile”
These impact us in ways we can see and feel – increased appetite, sensuality, increased creativity
to name a few…and…Fertility signs! Cervical fluid, Waking temp, Cervix changes (position, softness,
openness)
These are the keys to fertility awareness
For those of us with uteri, It is the ebb and flow of estrogen and progesterone that shape our
landscape and contribute to overall health
We can think of hormones as a symphony, an orchestra all working in concert with one another
to create the music that is you.

Cycles from a Hormonal Perspective
·

The cycle starts with bleeding; not a lot of hormonal activity
·Thinking of the hypothalamus as the conductor, it sends a message to the pituitary which makes
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), which begins to mature a handful of follicles. As the
follicles mature, they secrete estrogen, which creates a feedback, where estrogen and FSH are
steadily increasing. Estrogen increases cervical fluid (necessary for sperm survival), also makes
the cervix soft, high, open, and wet.
·Once one follicle emerges as dominant, estrogen needs to reach a certain threshold, causing a
surge of luteinizing hormone (LH) which will burst the egg from its follicle
This is ovulation – unfertilized, the egg can live 12-24 hours (though sometimes a second egg is
released, it is always within four hours of the release of the first egg)
Ovulation is a big hormonal climax that takes a lot of work to collaborate and create, we don’t
just “pop out” eggs. Its a very specific set of circumstances.
The follicle that held the egg collapses and becomes a temporary gland called the corpus
luteum (yellow body) and begins to release progesterone. Progesterone increases cervical fluid,
increases temperature to nurture an egg, closes the cervix, makes it low, and inhibits fertility.
If the egg is fertilized and implants the corpus luteum will live for about 8 weeks until the
placenta is big enough to take over progesterone production.
Without fertilization implantation, the corpus luteum only lives 12-16 days, and when it goes, so
does the progesterone, causing the uterine lining to slough off.
Continuing the orchestral theme, menstrual blood is the applause for the show that was our
cycle.

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH/7

YOUTH
MAGAZINE

the love

ANNA CLARICE TAN

of art
Menstruation is monthly bleeding, often
called your

“period.” When you

menstruate, your body discards the
monthly buildup of the lining of your
uterus (womb). Menstrual blood and
tissue flow from your uterus through the
small opening in your cervix and pass
out of your body through the vagina.
ANATOMY/8

WOMXN/9

10

11
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YOUTH
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Miles Circuit
MOVEMENT FOR OPTIMAL BABY POSITIONING
START PRACTICING THE CIRCUIT AT ABOUT 37 WEEKS, STARTING WITH 10 MINUTES PER POSITION
PER DAY, ADDING A FEW MINUTES EACH DAY UNTIL YOU GET TO THE FULL 90 MINUTES. IN LATE
PREGNANCY, MUSCLE STRENGTH AND STAMINA ARE GENERALLY NOT AT THEIR BEST.

Open KneeChest

MILES CIRCUIT/12

STAY IN THIS POSITION FOR 30 MINUTES,
START IN CAT/COW, THEN DROP YOUR CHEST
AS LOW AS YOU CAN TO THE BED OR THE
FLOOR AND YOUR BOTTOM AS HIGH AS YOU
CAN.
KNEES SHOULD BE FAIRLY WIDE
APART, AND THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE
TORSO/THIGHS SHOULD BE WIDER THAN 90
DEGREES. WIGGLE AROUND, PROP WITH
LOTS OF PILLOWS AND USE THIS TIME TO GET
TOTALLY RELAXED. THIS POSITION ALLOWS
THE BABY TO SCOOT OUT OF THE PELVIS A
BIT AND GIVES THEM ROOM TO ROTATE,
SHIFT THEIR HEAD POSITION, ETC. IF MOM
FINDS IT HELPFUL, CAREFUL POSITIONING
WITH A REBOZO UNDER HER BELLY, WITH
GENTLE TENSION FROM A SUPPORT PERSON
BEHIND CAN HELP HER MAINTAIN THIS
POSITION FOR THE FULL 30 MINUTES.

Exaggerated
Side-Lying
ROLL TO YOUR LEFT SIDE, BRINGING YOUR TOP LEG AS
HIGH AS POSSIBLE AND YOUR BOTTOM LEG
STRAIGHT. ROLL FORWARD AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE,
AGAIN USING A LOT OF PILLOWS. SINK INTO THE BED
AND RELAX SOME MORE. IF YOU FALL ASLEEP, GREAT,
BUT IF NOT, STAY HERE FOR AT LEAST ANOTHER HALF
AN HOUR. TRY AND GET YOUR TOP RIGHT LEG UP
TOWARDS YOUR HEAD AND GET AS ROLLED OVER
ONTO YOUR BELLY AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. IF YOU
REPEAT THIS CIRCUIT LATER IN THE SAME DAY, TRY
LYING ON THE RIGHT SIDE THE NEXT TIME.

Get up &
Moving
LUNGE, WALK STAIRS FACING SIDEWAYS, 2 AT A TIME, (HAVE A SPOTTER DOWNSTAIRS OF YOU!),
TAKE A WALK OUTSIDE WITH ONE FOOT ON THE CURB AND THE OTHER ON THE STREET, SIT ON
A BIRTH BALL AND HULA- ANYTHING THAT'S UPRIGHT AND PUTTING YOUR PELVIS IN OPEN,
ASYMMETRICAL POSITIONS. SPEND AT LEAST 30 MINUTES DOING THIS ONE AS WELL TO GIVE
YOUR BABY A CHANCE TO MOVE DOWN. IF YOU ARE LUNGING OR STAIR OR CURB WALKING,
YOU SHOULD LUNGE/WALK/GO UP STAIRS IN THE DIRECTION THAT FEELS BETTER TO YOU.
THE KEY WITH THE LUNGE IS THAT THE TOES OF THE HIGHER LEG AND MOM'S BELLY BUTTON
SHOULD BE AT RIGHT ANGLES. DO NOT LUNGE OVER YOUR KNEE, THAT CLOSES THE PELVIS.

MILES CIRCUIT 13
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15

16
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19
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Acupressure
Points for Labor
PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL INDUCTION OR BREAKING WATERS

PAIN RELIEF

BACK LABOR (POSTERIOR PRESENTATION)

INEFFECTIVE CONTRACTIONS DURING LABOR

21

ANTERIOR CERVICAL LIP

TRANSITION

DELAYED 2ND STAGE

RETAINED PLACENTA

TO PROMOTE BREASTFEEDING

22

adapted from acuptuncture.rhizome.net.nz/acupressure/
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the 4th trimester

FOURTH TRIMESTER/23

24
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Recognizing
SIGNS OF HUNGER

27

emergence
(speech from opening for allied media
conference 2013)

emergence is the way complex
systems and patterns arise out of a
multiplicity of relatively simple
interactions. it emphasizes critical
connections, authentic relationships,
listening with the body and the
mind.
in emergence, the whole is a
mirror of the parts. fractal – the
health of the cell is the health of the
species and the planet.
there are examples of emergence
everywhere.
birds don’t make a plan to
migrate, raising resources to fund
their way, packing for scarce times,
mapping
out their pit stops. they feel a call in
their bodies and they must go, and
they follow it, responding to each
other, each bringing their
adaptations.
clara reminded me today of the
WAY of flocking: staying separate
enough not to crowd each other,
aligned
enough to maintain a shared
direction, and cohesive enough to
always move
towards each other. destiny is a
calling that creates a beautiful
journey.

EMERGENCE/28

EMERGENCE IS
BEYOND WHAT THE
SUM OF IT’S PARTS
COULD EVEN
IMAGINE
a group of caterpillars and nymphs might not see
flight in their future but it’s inevitable. it’s destiny.
oak trees don’t set an intention to listen to each
other better, or agree to hold tight to each other
when the next storm comes. under the earth
always they reach for each other, they grow such
that their roots are intertwined & create a system
of strength which is as resilient on a sunny day as
it is in a hurricane. dandelions don’t know
whether they are a weed or a brilliance. but each
seed can create a field of dandelions. we are
invited to be that prolific. and to return fertility to
the soil around us.
cells may not know civilization
is possible. they don’t amass as many units as
they can sign up to be the same.
no – they grow until they split, complexify. then
they interact and intersect and discover their
purpose – i am a lung cell! i am a tongue cell! –
and they serve it. and they die. and what emerges
from these cycles are complex organisms,
systems, movements, societies.
nothing is wasted, or a failure. emergence is a
system that makes use of everything in the
iterative
process. it’s all data.

EMERGENCE/29

octavia butler says “civilization is to groups what
intelligence is to individuals. it is a means
of combining the intelligence of many to achieve
ongoing group adaptation.”she also says
“everything you touch you change, everything you
change, changes you.” we are constantly
impacting and changing our civilization – each
other, ourselves, intimates, strangers. and in that
reality,
we are working to recreate a world that is by it’s
very nature in a constant state of change.
but Janine Benyus the mother of biomimicry, says
Nature would always create conditions conducive
to life. She tells of a radical fringe of scientists
who are realizing that natural selection isn’t
individual but mutual, that species only survive if
they learn to be in community.
how can we, future ancestors, align ourselves with
the most resilient practices of emergence as a
species?
many of us have been socialized that constant
growth, and critical mass, are the ways to create
change. but emergence shows us that adaptation
and evolution depend more upon critical
connections. dare i say love. the quality of
connection between the nodes in
the patterns.

and we know how to connect – and we
long for it.
we are going to experiment with this in
our bodies now. together we are going
to make a wave. how many of you have
observed the ocean? the waves are not
the same over and over – each one is
unique and responsive. the goal is not
repeat each other’s motion, but to
respond in whatever way feels right in
your body. the wave we create here is a
one time occurrence, show up.
let’s begin.
notice what it takes to respond well.
how it feels to be in a body, in a whole –
separate, aligned, cohesive.
critically connected.
now, let’s get more complex.
31

Pod Mapping

BUILDING COMMUNITY

During the perinatal year, we often find we need support. Adapted from Bay Area
Transformative Justice Collective (BAJTC), this exercise is a way for visual learners to think about
where they can turn to for support, and as a way of building collective healing and resiliency.
Use the directions below to fill out the worksheet on the next page

WRITE YOUR
NAME IN THE
MIDDLE GREY
CIRCLE.

THE DOTTED LINES
SURROUNDING YOUR POD ARE
PEOPLE WHO ARE “MOVABLE.”
THEY ARE PEOPLE THAT COULD
BE MOVED IN TO YOUR POD, BUT
NEED A LITTLE MORE WORK. FOR
EXAMPLE, YOU MIGHT NEED TO
BUILD MORE RELATIONSHIP OR
TRUST WITH THEM

THE SURROUNDING
BOLD-OUTLINED CIRCLES
ARE YOUR POD. WRITE
THE NAMES OF THE
PEOPLE WHO ARE IN
YOUR POD. WE
ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO
WRITE THE NAMES OF
ACTUAL INDIVIDUALS.

YOU CAN USE
DIFFERENT KINDS OF
LINES, DOTTED,
DASHED, WAVY, TO
INDICATE THE
DIFFERENT KINDS OF
RELATIONSHIPS IN
YOUR LIFE.

THE LARGER CIRCLES AT THE EDGE OF THE
PAGE ARE FOR NETWORKS, COMMUNITIES OR
GROUPS THAT COULD BE RESOURCES FOR
YOU. IT COULD BE FAMILY, PROGRAMS, CARE
PROVIDERS, ETC.

POD MAPPING/32

Mood Tracking

When we plot and track mood patterns, the
overall frequency of such moods emerges.
The ability to see the number and the
intensity helps to understand whether a
sad mood will be a transient state or if it is
part of a larger, habitual pattern.

Managing emotions is a challenge every
individual faces. For some, recognizing and
managing emotions can come easy, for others,
not so much. When things shift
significantly for us after a baby, a mood
tracking chart can be an easy and helpful way
adapted from Positive Psychology Program
of noticing patterns of emotions and keep us
aligned with self-care habits that encourage
Why should we care about tracking and noticing
healthy thoughts and feelings.
our mood patterns? The way we feel
impacts the way we think. And the way we think
Any time we take up a practice, such as yoga,
determines the actions we take,
meditation, journaling, exercise, we
which in turn influences our experiences and
are building up a habit of attention and
ultimately, our feelings. This is a good example
awareness to a specific practice. The
of how connected and cyclical our systems are.
process of paying attention to our moods and
emotions is a skill that we can
build by directing the awareness of our
attention to our emotional states. The
following pages offer a few ways that we can
build awareness of emotions into a
daily practice.

Awareness of thoughts
and feelings helps
build parenting skills

MOOD TRACKING/34

MOOD TRACKING/35
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AFFIRMATIONS/37

Boundary Setting
SETTING A BOUNDARY IS A STRATEGY TO MEED NEEDS. NEEDS ARE
DISTINCT FROM THE STRATEGIES WE USE TO MEET THEM.
YOU MATTER. SETTING AND TENDING TO YOUR BOUNDARIES IS AN
ACT OF SELF LOVE. THINK OF SETTING BOUNDARIES AS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO STAND FOR YOUR OWN MATTERING.
adapted from Erin Merrihew 'The Art of Boundary Setting'

Realize you want a boundary
What's a situation where you need to
set a boundary?
Find your 'no'
What are you hoping to avoid? What are you
saying 'no' to?
Find your 'yes'
What is important to you? What are you saying
'yes' to? How are you feeling, and which of your
needs are you wanting to attend to?
Brainstorm requests.
What specific, proactive behavior(s) would
meet your needs? You might ask yourself: What
actions would show me that my boundary is
being respected?
Release blame.
Are you blaming someone (or yourself) in
relation to this boundary? Find empathy either
with a friend or in self-connection
Dialogue
If the boundary isn't possible for some reason,
engage in a back and forth to find other
strategies that might meet the needs at play.

POD MAPPING/38

FEELINGS&NEEDS/39

EMOTION&FEELING/40

